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YANQING, China: Bright yellow turbines line
the slopes of the Beijing Winter Olympics, spray-
ing out the artificial snow needed for the Games
to take place. Manmade snow has been used to
varying degrees since the 1980 Winter Olympics
in Lake Placid, New York. But February’s Beijing
Games will depend almost entirely on artificial
snow because they are happening in one of the
driest parts of China.

With just five weeks until the Games begin,
organizers are racing to coat the pistes in high-
quality snow - a vast and complex task that crit-
ics say is environmentally unsustainable. The
venues use automated snow-making systems
that monitor air temperature and humidity to
maximize production. Fed by local reservoirs,
about 300 turbines - known as “snow guns” -
mix water with compressed air before propelling
the droplets into the air to form snow.

Workers then use truck-like vehicles called
“snowcats” to spread the snow onto the pistes
and sculpt jumps and turns. Venues must ensure
the snow meets precise standards of depth,
hardness and consistency. “The biggest chal-
lenge for us is maintaining uniform snow quality,”
said Li Xin, deputy chief of mountain operations
at the National Alpine Skiing Centre in Yanqing,
about 80 km from Beijing. Variations in the
snow-making process “can cause snow quality
to be too hard in some places and too soft in
others, which could be dangerous for the ath-

letes”, he told a press event at the site.

Water shortages
The stark white patches stand out vividly

against Yanqing’s brown mountains, which see
minimal natural snowfall. An International
Olympic Committee evaluation report said that
Zhangjiakou and Yanqing - the Games zones
hosting alpine skiing and snowboarding, among
other outdoor events - “would rely completely
on artificial snow”. A 2020 study in science pub-
lication Nature warned that groundwater deple-
tion in northern China was a “critical issue” and
among the highest globally, due to intensive
agricultural irrigation, rapid urbanization, and a
dry climate.

This has meant water shortages for millions
of Beijing residents and the water supply is likely
to worsen in the future, researchers said. Organ-
izers at the Winter Olympics say the snowmak-
ers are powered by renewable energy and will
not damage mountain ecosystems, while the
water they use will return to local reservoirs as
the snow melts in spring. The equipment’s auto-
mated systems reduce the kind of human error
that can lead to wastage, said Florian Hajzeri, the
China general manager for TechnoAlpin, the Ital-
ian company that supplies the machines.

With resorts worldwide turning to artificial
snow to operate smoothly through the winter,
“no matter which Olympics, there will always

be snow-making systems for all of the venues”,
he told AFP. But experts say the reliance on
man-made snow undermines Beijing’s pledge to
hold a “green” Games. Using large quantities of
power and resources to create snow in the

water-scarce region is “irresponsible”, said
Carmen de Jong, a geography professor at
France’s University of Strasbourg. “We could
just as well hold the Olympics on the Moon or
on Mars,” she said. — AFP 

‘Snow guns’ spewing manmade
Olympics snow raise concerns

ZHANGJIAKOU, China: This photo taken on Dec 21, 2021 shows a snowmaking machine at the Genting Snow
Park, a venue for the Beijing 2022 Olympic Winter Games, during a media tour. — AFP 

Japan’s Kobayashi
wins Four Hills
ski jump opener
OBERSTDORF, Germany: Japan’s Ryoyu
Kobayashi won the first leg of the Four Hills ski-
jumping tournament in the German resort of Ober-
stdorf on Wednesday. Kobayashi, winner of the
Four Hills in 2019 and a former overall World Cup
champion, scored 302 points to record his fourth
World Cup victory of the season as he eyes the
Beijing Winter Olympics in February.

The 25-year-old Japanese beat the 299.2 points
of Norway’s Halvor Egner Granerud with another
Norwegian, Robert Johansson, third on 298.6
points. The shock of the day came when the reign-
ing Four Hills champion and three-time winner
Kamil Stoch of Poland failed to qualify for a second
jump of the day and finished just 41st.

The next stage of the Four Hills is scheduled
to take place in Garmisch-Partenkirchen on Jan-
uary 1. The final two legs are in the Austrian re-
sorts of Innsbruck and Bischofshofen on January
4 and 6, respectively. Tens of thousands of spec-
tators normally gather for the event but it is tak-
ing place without fans this year because of
measures taken by the local authorities to fight
coronavirus. — AFP 

Remove tattoos, 
Beijing warns
football players
BEIJING: Footballers playing in China’s na-
tional team should remove any existing tat-
toos and are “strictly prohibited” from
getting any new ones, the country’s sports
administration body has said. The sport has
found itself in the crosshairs of the Commu-
nist Party’s purity drive in recent years, and
players on the national football team rou-
tinely cover their arms with long sleeves or
bandages to hide their tattoos. 

But the China Sports Administration
statement, dated Tuesday, said that players
in the national team “are strictly prohibited
from having new tattoos”. “Those who have
tattoos are advised to have them removed,”
the statement continued. “In special circum-
stances, the tattoos must be covered during
training and competition, with the consent of
the rest of the team.” It went on to say that
the under-20 national teams and those even
younger were “strictly prohibited” from re-
cruiting anyone with tattoos.

But not all fans appeared to be behind the
new rules. “Are we choosing a good football
player or a saint?” asked one angry fan on
the social media platform Weibo. “Shall we

just say outright that only the Party members
could play football?” asked another. Body
ink is traditionally frowned upon in China but
it is increasingly popular among young
adults, even as authorities make plain their
disdain for it.

The Chinese Football Association has or-
dered players in the national team to cover
tattoos in recent years and packed young
footballers off to military camps for drills and
Marxist-style “thought education”. That has
prompted complaints from fans that it is
thinking more about politics than sport. Last
year, a women’s university football match was
eventually called off after players were told
they were not allowed to have dyed hair.

President Xi Jinping wants China to host
and even win the World Cup one day. But they
are fifth of six teams in their qualifying group
for next year’s World Cup, with only the top
two guaranteed to qualify. This year, Beijing
has also pushed through a series of restric-
tions on youth culture, including sweeping
measures to ban “abnormal aesthetics” and
crack down on the perceived excesses of
modern entertainment.

It has made an example out of movie stars
that allegedly stepped out of line, banned re-
ality talent shows and ordered broadcasters
to stop featuring “sissy” men and “vulgar in-
fluencers”. As tensions have mounted with the
West, China has also pushed a nationalist and
militaristic narrative at home, including a vi-
sion of tough masculinity. — AFP 

OBERSTDORF, Germany: Japan’s Ryoyu Kobayashi re-
acts after the final competition round of the Four-Hills
FIS ski jumping tournament on Wednesday. — AFP 


